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INTRODUCTION
This survey makes a beginning of the study of the
architecture, artefacts and associated life styles
of a relatively small but influential ethnic group
which settled in South Australia in the middle of the
nineteenth century. They came from what is now East
Germany and Poland before there was any political
cohesion amongst the German speaking peoples, and
established themselves through hard work into rural
communities in South Australia. The houses and
farm buildings they constructed for themselves
came directly from models in their homelands. They
were built without the aid of architects, and often
without the aid of professional builders; probably,
most of them were built by their owners, helped by
skilled German craftsmen.
The architecture and artefacts examined in the
survey are generally located in the now famous
Barossa Valley, the centre of the South Australian
wine industry. Although there are other examples
included, the majority of the study buildings are
to be found in the southern end of the Valley,
with a concentrated effort having been made to
record the village of Bethany, first of the
German settlements, established in 1842. The
study does not pretend to be exhaustive; indeed,
we feel that we have only begun to discover the
nature of the German cultural heritage in the
Barossa Valley.
There is much more work to
be done in locating and identifying significant
examples, as well as in cataloguing the implements
and artefacts that lie neglected or forgotten
on some of the rural properties.
The survey was made possible through funds provided

by the National Estate. We would like to commend the
Federal Government of the day, because it was farsighted enough to see that there were aspects of
Australia's heritage which had, until that time, been
largely ignored when the lists of significant historic
monuments were compiled. We hope that the Heritage
Commission, successor to the National Estate, will be
equally aware of the broader picture, encouraging
research into fields similar to that examined in this
document.
There were three directors involved in the survey:
Gordon Young,

F. R. A. I . A. , A. R. I . B. A. ,
Senior Lecturer in Architecture,
S.A. Institute of Technology. (S.A.I.T.)

Ian Harmstorf,

M.A., Dip.T.,
Senior Lecturer in History,
Adelaide College of Advanced
Education.
(A.C.A.E.)

Donald Langmead,

M.Sc.,(Arch).,Dip.Arch.,Dip.T.P.,
A.R.A.I.A., Senior Lecturer in
Architectural History,
S.A. Institute of Technology. (S.A.I.T.)

Gordon Young was responsible for the general management
of the project. Trained at the University of Manchester,
he has worked as an architect in South Australia for
twenty years, fifteen of which have been spent in
architectural education. His particular interest is in
housing, and his publications include articles on the
antecedents of the Adelaide house, and a comprehensive
historical survey of the South Australian township of
Mount Torrens. Mr. Young is Chairman of the Civic Trust
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of South Australia, a member of the S.A. Chapter
Council of the Royal Australian Institute of
Architects, and Chairman of its Historic Matters
Committee.
Ian Harmstorf, a South Australian of German descent,
has spent much of the last fifteen years researching
both in Europe and Australia the history of Germans
in South Australia. His numerous talks and articles
on South Australia's German heritage have made him
extremely well known in this field. Mr. Harmstorf
is a member of the Historical Society of South
Australia and the Historic Memorials Committee of
the Royal Geographical Society.
Donald Langmead is a South Australian, and has been
teaching in the School of Architecture at the S.A.I.T.
for ten years. He holds a higher degree in the
history of architecture, and has had special interest
in the cultural sources of form in domestic
architecture, having recently published work
on folk architecture in South Australia. He is
currently carrying out doctoral studies on the
architecture of George Strickland Kingston, and is
a member of the Historic Matters Committee of the
R.A.I.A. (S.A. Chapter).
Much of the field work in the study was conducted
under the direction of Lothar Brasse, Dip. Tech.
Arch. In 1974 Mr. Brasse presented a highly
commended undergraduate thesis on German
Colonial Architecture, and he was the logical
choice when a full time field worker was needed
in the initial stages of the survey. Mr. Brasse
worked tirelessly and his enthusiasm and

resourcefulness contributed much to the study. He
is currently touring central and western Europe
and in the summer of 1977 intends to spend sometime
in East Germany continuing his research into the
sources of Barossa German architecture.
Much of the work in preparing the report for
publication was carried out by Alexandra Marsden,
currently research officer in history at the
Adelaide College of Advanced Education. She holds
the degree of Bachelor of Arts and graduated in
Honours History from the University of Adelaide in
1976. Alexandra was previously research assistant
to Ms. Susan Marsden on the book, A History of
She is a member of the Historical
Woodville.
Society of South Australia.
It should also be pointed out that the measuring and
drawing of so many buildings would not have been
possible without the cooperation of large numbers
of students who were directed towards the project.
A full list of credit for this exacting and timeconsuming work, appears with the Acknowledgements.
The indication of the survey is that there remains
much more to be done in examining what is a unique
aspect of Australia's history, and we commend to the
assistance of the Heritage Commission any researchers
who are willing to undertake the task.

RECOMMENDATIONS
This report clearly defines the historical importance
of German settlement in the Barossa Valley.
Examples of land sub-division, houses, farm buildings
and artefacts are all illustrated. The survey work
carried out so far concentrates on Bethany and some
parts of Light Pass, Tanunda, Greenock and Gomersal.
Further research is still needed to identify other
buildings and artefacts in the Valley.
A. Historical Precincts and Buildings
This has been identified
1) Bethany Village.
as a hufendorf and is probably unique in
the whole of Australia.
2) Goat Square, Tanunda. A delightful group of
buildings creating an informal cross-roads
arrangement, and used originally as a rural
market place.
3) KaiserStuhl sanctuary. An unusual grouping
of planted gum trees located at the foot of
KaiserStuhl, a hill on the east side of the
Valley.
Farmhouses
1) The Keil House, Bethany. A well-preserved house
showing distinct German characteristics, together
with a number of outbuildings.
2) Tscharke House, Bethany. A sound house with a
variety of complex baking ovens and meat-smoking
chambers.

3) Single roomed house located on the Heinrich
property at Bethany, possibly a more modern
example of the original settlers' houses.
4) The Schmidt House, Light Pass.
A unique
farmhouse with a well preserved black kitchen,
back-to-back fireplaces, and a cellar.
5) The Sporn Farm, Light Pass. A complex
arrangement of farm buildings including farmhouses, workers cottages, outside ovens, and a
blacksmith's shop.
6) The Polst Farm, Light Pass. An enclosed
group of farm buildings with interesting timber
and wattle and daub work.
7) The Brock House, Greenock. A well preserved
half-timber framed (fachbau) house, with outside
oven, verandah and cellar.
8) The Handke House, Marananga. A complete two
roomed farmhouse with straw thatch roof and
completely preserved black kitchen.
9) ''Manning House'' an English made prefabricated
timber house, extremely rare in South Australia.
This is located on Mr. Steele's property,
Greenock.
Farm Buildings
1) Barn and outhouses belonging to Mr. Schulz at
Bethany.
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Public Buildings

sprawl eventually encroaching upon these
precincts. This ongoing phenomenon needs
careful control by the State Planning
Authority.

1) Gomersal : Church-school complex. One of
the earliest such establishments in
Australia.
The above precincts and buildings are all worthy of
preservation. At Bethany an attempt should be made
to retain a suitable farmhouse complete within its
hufe (e.g. the Keil House).
The Light Pass examples
should also be retained as entities.
B.

Education of the Community
It is important to explain to the inhabitants of
the Barossa Valley the great cultural significance
of these precincts and buildings. Apart from
arranging a travelling exhibition of drawings to
go on view in the various townships, a simple
report and a series of posters should be prepared
to encourage local residents to look for further
buildings and artefacts which can then be
researched and listed.

C.

Some recent developments have made us apprehensive.
Their artificial ''historical'' nature could
actually destroy the true character of the Valley
and make it difficult for visitors to comprehend
the area's real historical and ethnic significance.

Tourism
The Valley is a very important tourist area.
It is imperative that its German character be
maintained and enhanced. This means careful
research and faithful documentation of buildings
and artefacts is necessary.
It also makes
necessary more effective control over the design
of new buildings in the Valley, particularly
where they come within some of the more
important historical precincts.
We also see the danger of continuing suburban

It is unfortunate that tourism and conservation
are often in conflict, but (with careful
administration), we believe that properly controlled tourist developments could include folk
museums, holiday farms, afternoon tea rooms and
historical drives and walks.
D.

Government Action

(Conservation)

1. General
The discovery of several first class examples
of half-timber-framed houses, both around the
Hahndorf area and in the Barossa Valley, should
be pursued further.
A careful search could be
instituted to locate all such buildings in the
State and to set in motion efforts to preserve
them for posterity. A person within the Department of the Environment could be given responsibility to oversee the research and development
necessary for proper control standards to be
employed in preserving all kinds of ethnic
settlements in S.A. (e.g., Cornish, Welsh,
German).
Similar action should be taken about
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''black kitchen'' farmhouses and other German
vernacular buildings.
2. Folk Museum
Several problems arise when discussing the
preservation of important examples of the
architecture of German settlers in the
Barossa Valley. Firstly, they are widely
scattered; secondly, there is the problem of
public access to them; and thirdly, there
is the problem of actually preserving them.
The examples so far discovered are scattered
throughout the Valley and it is expected
that several more will come to light as
further research is carried out. Some of
these buildings are located away from good
paved roads and within existing farms.
This makes it difficult for visitors to view
them. It could also conflict with the
running of the farm, apart from creating an
invasion of privacy. Some of the buildings
have survived as farm outbuildings even when
originally used as houses or kitchens; these
have become dilapidated, and many others have
been destroyed in the last hundred years.
What were originally satisfactory farm sheds may
now be inadequate for housing modern farm
machinery. The maintenance costs (to the
farmers) of these buildings could become a
burden over a period of time, perhaps leading
to their demolition.
Even if the Government offered financial
incentives to persuade owners to maintain
designated historical properties, this would
be difficult to oversee.

Therefore, a suitable alternative might be
to set up a Folk Museum at Bethany, already
designated as an important historical site, and
buy up several of these buildings which are
common to the culture, but lie outside of
important precincts, and reconstruct them at
this new location.
This proposal would achieve the following:1) A complete farmhouse and its hufe at Bethany
would be maintained for posterity, and
operated to show the kind of mixed farming
that was employed by the early settlers.
An historical section would describe the
original Frankish and Saxon origins, as
well as the later Prussian settlements.
2)

Other farm buildings or artefacts would be
transferred to the site and reinstated in
their original form (e.g. , the ''Manning House''
and the Fachbau farmhouse from Greenock).
These might be used as museums or tea rooms.

3)

It would highlight an important central
position in the Valley, telling the whole
story of the settlement of the Barossa by
both Germans and British.

4)

Quite apart from its importance in
educational terms, it would be an excellent
and authentic tourist attraction.

3. Method of Conducting Further Research
It is necessary to organise continuing research
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to be carried out in a concerted manner, by
using a wide variety of experts co-ordinated
by a small directorate. It is important to
achieve a suitable balance of disciplines,
and we believe that this may be a weakness
in some of the surveys already carried out
for the National Estate. In undertaking
a detailed investigation of Bethany we
learnt much about the structure of this early
German community. This is not to deny that
visual or photographic surveys are unnecessary
and we have also employed these methods.
However, by themselves they may tend towards
a superficial analysis. It is most important
to measure buildings and compare their plan
characteristics and architectural details,
Now that we have a clearer understanding of the
German settlement, we think it imperative
that a continuous programme of research is
pursued in the future. This could be officially
set up between the S.A.I.T. and A.C.A.E.on the
one hand and the Department of the Environment
and S.A. Museum on the other.
A final objective is the compilation of a list
of all significant precincts, features, buildings
and artefacts located in the Barossa Valley
and the preparation of suitable historical maps
and booklets illustrating them. As part of a
wider project this should be tied into a South
Australian survey of all German settlements.
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PREFACE
From 1973 to 1975 the Federal Government, in effect
made direct grants available under the National
Estate programme, for a wide range of projects.
As an illustration, in 1975 grants distributed in
South Australia included the restoration of
thirteen historic buildings owned either by the
State Government or the National Trust, assistance
with the purchase of four historic buildings and a
stretch of coastal dunes in the Adelaide
Metropolitan area, three projects for presenting
parts of the National Estate to the public, and
seventeen studies. It may be of interest to list
these studies to indicate the variety of their
subject matter:
(a) Studies looking at the technical aspects of
conservation: assessment of quality of
landscapes, historic cemetery restoration,
preservation of stone work and regional
building techniques.
(b) Studies of the national environment: two
studies of areas in the Mount Lofty Ranges
and one in the Northern Flinders Ranges, an
inventory of geological monuments and the
distribution of bird species in S.A.
(c) A study to assess the conservation value of
the Legislative Council buildings.
(d) Studies assessing the conservation value of
broad areas: the City of Adelaide, the
nautical heritage of Port Adelaide,
Robe-Beachport, the Ngaiawang area centred
on Kapunda, Mount Gambier, the Northern
Metropolitan area and the Barossa Valley.

Some restoration and acquisition projects are of
an urgent nature and funding is essential if a
building is not to deteriorate or be demolished
or defaced, and to prevent valuable land from
However, it can be argued that,
being denuded.
in the long term, studies are the most important
activity that can be generated by such funding
programmes. There is not a large reservoir of
detailed knowledge about the history of Australian
buildings and land. An organised series of studies
Without the background
can help fill this gap.
knowledge that studies can provide, funding for
acquisition and restoration can only be haphazard.
Studies not only indicate what should be preserved
but how restoration work should be carried out.
All but the most technical studies tend to involve
a large number of people who, by the nature of the
work they undertake, get an enhanced appreciation
To summarise,
of the area they are studying.
studies can provide a basis for rational informed
action by private individuals, public bodies, local
councils and State and Federal Governments. This
one certainly does.
It examines an area that is important to many South
Australians and to visitors to the State. It
provides a wealth of detailed information about the
origins of the pattern of development in the area
It shows clearly
and about the development itself.
the contribution of the early settlers from the
countries that are now Germany and Poland.
The amount of work that has been carried out by the
contributors and the usefulness of the information
they have gathered is a vital step towards the
conservation of important parts of the Barossa Valley
which is part of Australia's Heritage.
Judith Brine
May, 1977.
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CHAPTER ONE : THE BAROSSA DISTRICT.
Roger Smith, Gordon Young and Robert Nicol.
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THE DISCOVERY AND NAMING OF THE BAROSSA VALLEY
Although the valley was used as part of the
overland stock-route between N.S.W. and S.A.,
probably no white man had viewed it from the
surrounding hills as Johann Menge did when
he arrived on the mainland from Kangaroo Island
early in 1839. In a letter to Angas dated 29
April 1839 he stated:
"Supposing you are already acquainted with
Kangaroo Island ....
I fill the spaces
of this paper with the Cream, the real Cream,
and nothing but the Cream of South Australia
to skim from the milk of which our dear friend
Mr. Flaxman has made already a beginning by
two Special Surveys to which I have ten more
of
in reserve

In 1840 Colonel Light completed Seven Special
Surveys at the Barossa Range, a name he had
previously given the hills flanking the east side
of the Valley, which commemorated a battlefield
(Baroosa) in the Peninsular War, (Cartographers
misspelt this name, changing it to Barossa.)
It can be assumed that the valley quite naturally
took its name from that on the Range.
Gordon Young.
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THE BAROSSA DISTRICT

Topography

Geology

The dominant topographical features of the
Valley are the generally flat plains, bounded
by a steep gradient to the east with hills
rising over 600 m. and by gentler slopes
and elevations less than 300 m. to the west.
There are several prominent features on the
east side of the Valley of which Kaiser Stuhl
(599 m.) and Pewsey Peak (629 m.) are the
highest. Other high points are Polners Point
(523 m.), Springton Trig (516 m.) and Peggy's
Hill (491 m.). The Valley may be divided
into three topographical regions.

The Valley is best described as a basin which
has been shaped in Torrensian Series and
Kanmantoo type rocks. It was formed during
the late Tertiary or Quaternary geological
periods when faulting resulted in a steep
escarpment to the east and more gentle rises
to the west. The basin was partly filled
with lacustrine and fluvial sediments,which
varied from clays to coarse gravels in size,
during the Quaternary period. There was
also some deposition of sediments during the
earlier Tertiary period. The shape of the
Valley as well as the nature of the
lacustrine deposits suggests that during the
Tertiary and Quaternary periods there was a
system of lakes which were formed, drained
or connected by successive phases of earth
movements.
The earth movements which took place during
the later Tertiary and Quaternary periods
gave rise to the present line of hills
towards the east which is usually referred
to as the Barossa Hills. These hills are
generally composed of rocks of the Sturtian
or Torrensian Series. Towards the south
in the Lyndoch-Williamstown area the hills
are composed of rocks of Proterozoic
geological age, mainly phyllitic slates.

The northern region comprises the broad flat
Tanunda-Nuriootpa plains bounded on the west
by the Greenock hills, to the east by the
Angaston hills (usually referred to as the
Barossa Hills) and to the north by a poorly
defined watercourse in the Dimchurch area.
The southern boundary is Tanunda Creek.
The southern region comprises the area south
from the Tanunda Creek through Rowland Flat
to Altona. The Valley is less flat in this
section and has a steeper gradient toward
the North Para River. Near Rowland Flat the
river bends sharply to the north west, where
it has cut a gorge 60 m. deep.
A water shed near Altona is the beginning
of the third region. At this point the creeks
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drain westward toward Lyndoch where the
Valley again widens to join Tweedies Gully
and the adjacent Hoffnung Lagoon, as well
as the gullies from the west.
The Barossa Hills topography is dissected
by numerous creeks and rivers, the largest
of which are the Flaxmans and Marne River
Valleys. The greater part of the area has
a hilly to rolling topography. The rivers
and creeks usually have small flood plains
along their courses. The south-western
part of the area has the topographic features
of a dissected peneplain. The northern part
of the area is characterized by rounded hills
which often have convex slopes and narrow
creek valleys.

7.7 months; these figures are derived from
a comparison of rainfall and potential
evaporation. Another method of indicating
the effectiveness of rainfall is the drought
year frequency, which is the percentage of
years in which the season of continuously
effective rainfall is less than five months.
At Nuriootpa approximately one year in five
will be a drought year while at Tanunda it
is one year in eight.
The average monthly temperatures range from
80C in July to 210C in January.
The average maxima range from 130C in June
and July, to 290C in January, the average
minima range from 40C in June and July to
130C in January.

Climate
The Valley has a Mediterranean-type climate
of mild, wet winters, warm to hot dry
summers and a rainfall of some 508mm-558mm
per year. Greenock receives a little over
533mm while Nuriootpa less than 508mm. The
difference between average annual rainfall
and potential evaporation is clearly shown
by the figures for Tanunda, rainfall 533 mm,
evaporation 1118mm, and Lyndoch, rainfall
584mm, evaporation 1119mm. Some 75% of the
rain falls in April through to October.
The growing season or average effective
rainfall season is seen to vary from 7.2 to

Frosts occur at any time in the period April
to November. The frequency of "light frosts"
when the screen temperature is between 00C20C, is approximately eleven days per year.
Hot spells with temperatures over 380C are a
feature of the summer weather. Sudden cold
changes with a fall of 5-100C in a very short
time may occur after a hot spell. Hailstorms
may occur at any time of the year but the most
severe are usually associated with summer
thunderstorms.
The prevailing winds and those of high velocity
come from the western quarter, particularly
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in late winter, spring and early summer.

Soils

The climate of the Barossa Hills does not vary
greatly from that of the Valley, except that
the winters may be a little longer and wetter
and the summers a little shorter and cooler.
Eighty per cent of the rain falls in the
seven months April to November and the growing
season is considered to be about 7.5 to
8 months. Mount Crawford Forestry Station,
an official rainfall recording centre south
of the Barossa Hills but at a similar altitude,
has recorded an average annual rainfall since
1914 of 762mm.

The soil pattern of the Barossa Valley and
Hills is extremely variable. The chief soils
of the Valley are red-brown earths, so 1 ods ,
solodized solonetz, grey soil of heavy texture,
terra rossa deep sands, grey-brown podsolic,
yellow podsolic and skeletal. The soils of the
Valley are generally red-brown earths or
solodized solonetz. They present certain problems
for agricultural activities in the area.
For example superphosphate is still essential
for good growth of crops and pastures on red brown
earths while zinc deficiency has been recorded in
fruit trees and vines on some of the sandier members
of this soil group. As well the solodized
solonetz soils are sometimes disappointing,
particularly on the shallow soils, where trees
and vines often suffer from waterlogging in
winter and moisture shortage in summer.

Records kept at Pewsey Vale for 74 years
(1876- 1954) average 879mm; the lowest
recording was 413mm in 1914. The rainfall
drops away rapidly to the east. For example
one locality in the centre of the Barossa
Hills has an average of 755mm, 6.5 km to
the east it falls to 610mm.
Temperatures in the Barossa Hills vary from
an average maximum of 11.50C in July to
C in January and an average minimum of
28-50
0
2 C in July to 10.50 in January. Frost
frequency may be a little more than the
Valley, but their likelihood and severity
are highly dependent on land form and air
drainage.

A comparison of the pH characteristics of the
soils of the Barossa District also shows
interesting variations. For example the soils
of the Barossa Hills are characterized by an acid
reaction and a gritty top-soil separated sharply
from a clay subsoil. The soils of the
Valley although varied in type differ
generally from the Hills soils in
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having a neutral surface underlain by alkaline
subsoils often with free lime present.
The low organic content of the soils of the
Valley also present problems. However, in
many vineyards and orchards green manure
crops are grown to preserve soil organic
matter. Unfortunately because the majority
of crops in the Valley are non-irrigated
there may not be enough moisture to meet the
demands of both the cover crop and the trees
or vines, it being necessary to turn in the
cover crop by the end of winter before the
trees or vines make their initial spring
growth.

There are suitable farming practices to
overcome these problems. Many of the
shallow soils and sandy soils have an
inherently low and virtually unimprovable
water storage capacity.
The soils of the Barossa Hills are generally
yellow or grey podzols. They vary in depth,
they have a greyish surface, usually sandy
in texture, overlying a red, yellow, grey or
mottled clay subsoil. The phosphorus and
nitrogen levels in these soils are low to very
low, but most other nutrients are considered
adequate for cropping.
Vegetation

The water storing capacity of soils also
varies. It is most important that soils
store the greatest possible amount of
winter rainfall, particularly for vines,
which are not harvested until FebruaryApril, and also for pastures and fruit trees
In some areas this storage is generally not
achieved as shown by the amount of gullying
or the seasonal volume of water which flows
down the creeks or rivers. Most of the redbrown earths and similar soils to them have
the potential to store up to 228mm of
rainfall within the first 1.8m of profile.
Unfortunately surface sealing in the redbrown earths and an impermeable siliceous
layer in the solodized solonetz soils
generally prevents this level being achieved

In the Valley only scattered remnants of the
original vegetation survive. The river red
gum (Eucalyptus camaldulensis) is prominent
along the main drainage lines, the North Para
River, Tanunda Creek and Jacobs Creek. Blue
gums (Eucalyptus leucoxylon) and peppermint
gums (Eucalyptus odorata), were once prominent
on the plains, and are still common in the
foothills adjoining the Valley. Wirilda
(Acacia retinodes) and golden wattle (Acacia
pycantha) are representative of the widespread
Acacia genus. On the deeper sandy soils,
native pine (Callistris calumellaris) occurs
in dense stands and is frequently associated
with a mallee (Eucalyptus incrassata).
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The main tree species found in the Barossa
Hills are the red gum, blue gum and peppermint
gum. Like the distribution of the indigenous
vegetation in the Valley they are also only
found in patches.
Agricultural Land Use
Figure A. shows the extent of viticulture
in the Barossa Valley and Hills in 1969, and
the relationship between this form of land
use and topography.
To the eastern side of the Valley is a steep
area, probably a fault scarp and here the
300m contour forms the approximate boundary
for viticulture. This boundary indicates
the beginning of less suitable skeletal soils,
rather than any altitudinal factor, which
affects the distribution of viticultural
activities. Most of the vines in the Valley
occur on the flat to undulating surface,
utilizing the soils which have developed on
the Tertiary lacustrine and fluvial deposits.
Viticulture tends to decline south of
Williamstown. The topography in this
direction becomes more variable with less
relatively flat land, and although the
rainfall increases (Williamstown 660mm)
viticulture has only recently expanded into
this area. On the northern and eastern
margins of the Valley the change from
viticultural land use to some other form is
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less well defined. There are no clear
topographic obstacles or soil problems in
these areas, however the rainfall does tend
to be less than in the heart of the valley.
In the Barossa Hills viticulture dominates the
landscape to a lesser degree. Vignerons in
this area tend to locate their vineyards away
from the valley bottoms and more on the valley
sides, particularly on east facing slopes.
There is a considerable area of vines above
450m. Though the rainfall received in this
area is only slightly greater than the Valley
temperatures are lowered slightly by
altitude. This, together with the fact that
the vines occur mainly on grey and podzolic
soils is said to add special characteristics
to the grapes and wines of the Hills. The
differences and superiority of wines from
this area can be debated but it is known
that the vines here ripen about three weeks
later than in the Valley.
Table B reveals the trends in area and
production of grapes in the Barossa District
Even though there has
during recent years.
been some fluctuations in area there has
been no dramatic movement out of viticulture.
This is not withstanding the serious problem
of surpluses in some years and competition
from other parts of the state, particularly
The most significant change in
the Riverland.
viticulture in the Barossa District has come

TABLE B
BAROSSA REGION - GRAPES - AREA AND PRODUCTION
(Source : Australian Bureau of Statistics Adelaide)
Year

1945-46
1946-47
1947-48
1948-49
1949-50
1950- 51
1951-52
1952-53
1953-54
1954-55
1955-56
1956-57
1957-58
1958-59
1959-60
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74

All types of
Grapes
(hectares)

31106
31070
35484
29216
26249

7754
7829
7841
8000
7974
DATA

7802
7866
7853
7744
7636
7532
7392
7201
7260
7287
7297
7353
7421
7459
7383
7102
7090
7245
7399
7578
7828
7987
8166

Grape
Production
(tonnes)

Average Yield
per hectare
(tonnes)
4.01
3.97
4.53
3.65
3.29

INCOMPLETE

24777
30787
38454
29088
24079
35367
29444
29707
18544
25477
31859
22330
36579
35999
24981
29214
21105
30293
38051
32881
42124
41232
32668

3.18
3.91
4.90
3.76
3.15
4.70
3.98
4.13
2.55
3.50
4.37
3.04
4.93
4.83
3.38
4.11
2.98
4.18
5.14
4.34
5.38
5.16
4.00
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about through the vignerons replanting
programmes. They have generally responded
to the changing popularity of certain wine
grapes as indicated by the wineries.
In recent years the growth in domestic wine
consumption added to a few years of lower
yields have improved the market outlook.
Figures provided by the Australian Bureau
of Statistics indicate that forty three per
cent of South Australia's wine grape area is
in the Barossa District.
One important point that should be made is
that not all the agricultural land use in
the Barossa District is devoted to viticulture;
cereal cropping, orcharding and vegetable
production are common, and large portions of
the District particularly the steeper hill
slopes are used for grazing. The areal
extent of vines as a proportion of total
farm area is approximately 25%. Larger
areas are devoted to agricultural production
other than viticulture (eg pastures
approximately 35%). Apricot production is
notable on some farms at the northern end
of the Valley, though the incurable disease,
gummosis, continues to destroy some trees.
Apricots are grown both for canning and
drying. Peaches, pears and prune plums are
also produced in some areas. They usually
ripen after the apricots but before the grape
harvest begins. Some of the fruit is sent
fresh to the Adelaide market, but much of it

goes to the local canning industry. It
should be said however, that at the present
time, the production returns per
hectare and percentage of farm income is
greatest from viticulture on the majority of
farm units.
This has not always been so. For example,
even though grapes were grown in the Valley
from the earliest times, grape growing on a
large-scale did not begin until 1890's. At
that time a disease (phylloxera) ravaged the
vines of New South Wales and Victoria, but
South Australia was spared and the Barossa
Valley with a tradition of viticulture,
switched from wheat growing to the
predominantly grape growing industry. Prior
to these dramatic developments a change in
land use had already begun to appear in the
1870's. By about that time declining soil
fertility and disease plus the opening up of
the northern wheat lands after the Strangways
Act brought about a different mixture of
agricultural occupance. Cereal production,
particularly wheat, which had suffered from
declining yields gave way to dairying, sheep
raising and fruit growing. Those three
enterprises, together with viticulture,
vegetable growing and forestry evolved into
the main forms of agricultural land use during
the twentieth century.
Vine growing as a major agricultural land use
did not come in the Barossa Hills until
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fairly recently. In the early 19th century
the Hills were originally settled for grazing.
Crops and vegetables for the farms' requirements (generally not for commercial sale),
were also grown on areas that could be
cultivated. Many farms also had their own
orchards and vineyards. But large scale
plantings of vines were not considered in
this area until the 1960's, when the
Australian public developed a trend to increased
consumption of high quality table wines.
There has always been a considerable range
in the size of holdings in the Barossa
District. The numerous small farm units
that were in existence in the 19th century
still exist today. Unfortunately, unlike
the previous century, they are generally too
small to provide an adequate living for the
farmer and his family. This is not withstanding the intensive nature of many of
the agricultural practices. In many cases
the present day farmers supplement their
incomes by working for the wineries, food
processing plants or other industrial
establishments scattered throughout the
District.

- Roger Smith,
Lecturer in Geography,
Adelaide C.A.E.
1. See Appendix B.
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The Barossa Valley has some very attractive
townships.
The most important town is Tanunda. It has
a very distinctive look, produced by the curving
and tree lined main street with substantial,
well-kept properties lining it, by which it
differs from many other South Australian country
towns. This general air of well-being is also
maintained in the back streets of the town.
The importance of Tanunda was well-established
by the early 1850's. The two adjacent earlier
settlements - Bethany (1842) and Langmeil (1843)were soon overshadowed by it, because of the
establishment of the main north road through
Tanunda's centre, and the Government Post Office
and two large hotels built in its main street.
Originally the main street was a block to the
east of the present Murray Street. The former
post office has been carefully restored by the
Barossa Archives and Historical Trust Inc., and
now houses their important folk museum.

N

I
Langmeil, now virtually a ''suburb'' of Tanunda,
was the second German township established
German immigrants, some
in the Barossa Valley.
of whom formed part of Pastor Kavei's
congregation, settled in the area on land owned
by George Fife Angas.

Plan of L .:ngmez Z in 2857 by C. von Bertouch.
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According to an early visitor to the areal
these were small holdings of 25 hectares,
and from an early survey map of the
township it can be seen that these were again
divided into thin narrow allotments, similar
to those at Bethany.
Langmeil is spread along its main street,
Langmeil Road, which runs north-south, parallel
to the Little Para River.
Although there are
probably some early partly timber-framed houses
still to be discovered, the most interesting
buildings are the dark stone farm cottages and
barns of the early settlers.
Several of these
have been carefully maintained or restored.
This manner of building occurs for several
miles to the west of Langmeil. The stones
were obtained from the freely available coppery
sandstone dotting the farmers' fields. Thus,
as the farms became more established, the more
primitive huts or half-timber houses were
replaced by solidly built stone houses.
The second large town is Nuriootpa.
This is
more regularly laid out and was founded in

1856.

Several early settlers' houses survive in the
main street.
Two are the Riedel house and the
Schaedel house. The history of these houses has
been published in Volume Three of the Barossa
Historic Bulletin.
Another English settler's house, known as the
Coulthard house, has been converted into a folk
museum.
Close to Nuriootpa is Light Pass, a sprawling
settlement with the two churches of the original
separate Lutheran congregations forming an
unusual nucleus.
As large and probably as important as Nuriootpa
is Angaston.
This was virtually the "fief" of
the Angas family and gained considerably from
the family's interest in ideal settlements. The
following extract is from a letter of December 1847
from George Fife Angas to his son John Howard before
the latter came to South Australia:
"A good style of buildings in our
villages and farmsteads with gardens
and so on is worthy of our attention;
as well as proper regard to roads,
places for relaxation, etc.
it
also strikes me that if houses in
South Australia were built more upon
the Italian plan to keep out heat as
well as cold it would be good. Take
care above all things to have classrooms

...

1

Yelland, E.M. (ed.) Colonists ,_Co per and
Commerce (Melbourne 1 970 .

-* N . B . Mocu Z to 16 kms . N.E. of Angas ton appears
to have also a hufendorf form.
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and libraries everywhere .. , i2

The town is on the west side of the Barossa
Range, and its main street rises in a zigzag manner into the hills. Its major
buildings are of a pleasant sandstone,
in a style suggestive of the hill towns
in the north of England. Back from the
main street, set into the hill sides, are
several attractive stone houses with
verandahs and decorative ironwork. One
of these is Hill House, owned by Miss Muriel
Hague, a descendant of one of the early
Some of the smaller
Scottish settlers.
shops are timber-framed and are decorated
on the main street frontages with galvanized
iron sheets stamped to represent rock-faced
stonework.
Apart from the small municipal park, Angas
later gave a larger area of land for use as
a recreation park.
North of Angaston, at the very end of the
It lies off the main
valley, is Stockwell.
road, but can be clearly seen from the
approach to Truro because of St. Thomas'
church spire rising above an encirclement
of trees.

2 Hodder, E.

George Fife Angas : Father and
founder of South Australia.
(London) 1$91, p.302.

The other most distinctive feature of Stockwell
is its large stone flour mill built in the
mid-nineteenth century, and now owned by
the Laucke family.
The town has many well preserved English and
German settlers' houses and shops. Some of these
were built with local Australian pine trees, and
logs and simply sharpened at the end and driven
vertically into the ground, the spaces between
being fitted with clay pugging and rendered both
sides with a clay daub. Only the fire-places were
built of brick.
To the west of Stockwell, between the main north
road and the Nuriootpa-Tanunda road, lies Ebenezer,
with the church of St. John.
This small settlement serves a widespread area of rich farmland.
Scattered around the farms are some of the best
preserved examples of thatched farm buildings in
the Barossa, as well as many early German settlers'
houses.
The complementary township to Stockwell at the
southern end of the valley is Lyndoch, named after
Colonel Light's friend and Peninsular campaigner
Lord Lynedoch*. This small town settles in the
valley of the Tweedies stream near its confluence
with the North Para River. The main street rises
from the river flat to the undulating

-~ (Again the cartographers made a spelling mistake,
this time turning Lynedoch into Lyndoch).
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country southwards. Like Stockwell, Lyndoch
has a mixture of both German and English
settlers' houses, some of the older ones
being located on the hillside with views
across the Tweedies Valley to Pewsey Vale
Peak and KaiserStuhl.

some of which have almost disappeared.

The cemetery lies to the west of the town.

Among the viable ones are Marananga which has
some fine stone cottages, Seppeltsfield, and
Krondorf, a scattered township with old farmhouses and several interesting farm buildings.
On the other hand, Gomersal is now almost
uninhabited.

This small township is
Rowland Flat.
north of Lyndoch. The area was settled by
German migrants in the 1850's, among them the
Gramp family, the founders of the Orlando
winery. From the main north road it is
possible to see several farm-houses with
particularly German characteristics.

Other towns on the periphery of the Barossa
Valley with significant groups of German
settlers' buildings are Truro, Dutton and
Stonefield (Steinfield).
Dutton has a
very fine timber-framed belfry beside the
Lutheran Church, as well as the ruins of a
large ''smithy''.

The town of Greenock,west of Nuriootpa,
lies on the edge of the Barossa.
Like
Lyndoch and Stockwell, it has a similar
mixture of early immigrants' houses. The
town has suffered from being on the alternative
and more direct route between Adelaide and the
central Barossa. A new by-pass which is at
present under construction will relieve it
of heavy traffic in the future and make the
town centre quieter.

Lutheran Churches and Cemeteries

Dotted around the valley between the
larger settlements are several small villages,

Lutheran churches are the most distinctive
features by far of the Barossa townships.
Adjacent to many of them are cemeteries, with
monuments dating from the pioneer days.
Most of the churches have towered belfries above
their entrance porches. The majority of these
have metal spires and some very ancient forms
are represented in these designs. Several
''saddle-back'' forms appear and these can be
compared with surviving churches in Poland,
like the one in the original Klemzig.
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Another roof type which, like the "saddleback",
originated in the Carolingian period (8th-9th
century AD), the rhenish roof, is not to be
found, although Bethany Church's small gablets
evoke an external similarity.

Drapery of one sort or another was used commonly
as a symbol of mourning, sometimes combined with a
bible or with one of the signs of the classical
influence in tombstone design - urns, pedestals,
obelisks and broken columns.

The earliest churches at Bethany and Light Pass
were half timbered, like the original Klemzig
church. Some of these may have had independent
timber-framed belfries similar to the one at
Dutton. This is an ancient tradition and a
14th century print of a Silesian church shows
a completely timber framed building and separate
tower clad with timber shingles.3
- Gordon Young

Like most Victorian society, the Germans
developed a passion for symbols of hope and piety.
Open Bibles were one, along with various styles
of wreaths, hearts, doves clutching olive branches
to represent the peace the deceased had hopefully
found, anchors denoting security, clinging ivy,
heavenly crowns and a whole range of sentimentalised
flowers either wilting or in full bloom. The Germans
also exhibited a marked fondness for statuary, usually
in the form of a triumphant archangel or chubby
classical cherubim.

A Note on Barossan Cemetery Inscriptions.
The Lutheran cemeteries in the Barossa Valley in
most instances have been carefully maintained like
those in Tanunda and Bethany. They were originally
laid out along formal lines with tree lined avenues
and precise systems of plot numbering.
The actual monuments and memorials of the 19th
century are interesting and useful in terms of
both decoration or style, and inscription. German
monuments followed the fairly general European
traditions, although slab or table tombs are less
common than in English graveyards. The Germans
had a greater fondness for combinations of
symbolic decorations on their upright stones.

3 Hansen, H.T. (ed.) Architecture in Wood
p.168.
London 1971

Inscriptions were given equal importance on German
memorials and were far more elaborate than on English
equivalents. They emphasised further the sense of
hope and piety and illustrate the considerable
confidence with which the German pioneers looked to
the after-life. Biblical quotations abound and the
Germans especially found it necessary to use both
sides of the tombstone.
The inscription was often used to recall the image
of the fatherland and to conjure up scenes of the
deceased's environment before coming to South
Australia. Such inscriptions illustrate vividly
the psychological impact which translation to a
totally new environment must have had on the early
settlers.
- Robert Nicol,
Lecturer in Medieval History,
Adelaide C.A.E.
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CHAPTER TWO : GERMAN SETTLEMENTS
IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Ian Harmstorf
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THE SPREAD OF GERMAN SETTLEMENT IN
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
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South Australia was not founded as a British colony
in the usual sense of the word. The settlement was
to be colonised according to the ideas put forward
by Edward Gibbon Wakefield. Wakefield maintained
that crown land should not be given away but sold at
a ''sufficient price'' to enable labourers to be
brought out from England. In this way the landlords
would not run short of labour by either working men
being able to acquire their own land too easily, or
by labourers being in such short supply that their
wages would be uneconomic. Paradoxically wages
would be sufficiently high and the price of land
sufficiently low that a labourer could, by hard work
and living a thrifty, diligent life, buy his own
land and start farming. This ensured that those
who were successful in the colony were practical
advocates of the idea that the best kind of help
was self-help, without dependency on governments
and the British taxpayer.
An important institution in the settlement of South
Australia was the South Australian Company which
bought large areas of land from the South Australian
Land Commission. One of the founders of the South
Australian Company was George Fife Angas. Angas was
a dissenter who had a dislike not only of the
established Church of England, but of government in
general.

The Zebra. The second vesseZ to arrive in South AustraZia
with German migrants under the command of
Captain Dirk Meinertz Hahn.

At the same time that Angas was helping to found the
South Australian Company in London, a dissenting
Lutheran pastor, August Kavel, working in various
towns and villages in Brandenburg, Prussia, turned
his thoughts to migration. Kavel was an ''Old
Lutheran'', one who refused to acknowledge or use
the form of service laid down by the Prussian
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Government. Through contacts in Hamburg Kavel was
able to meet George Fife Angas in London. Angas
was obviously impressed by his story and he was
anxious to help this persecuted group of dissenters
in Germany. Perhaps he also realised that a group
of hard-working German peasants would help keep
down the price of agricultural labor in the new
colony.
At first it was hoped that the money to pay for
the cost of taking Kavel and his flock to Australia
would be borne by the company, but this did not
eventuate and finally,at some considerable personal
cost, Angas raised the money himself. Aftor some
delay caused by the unwillingness of the Prussian
Government to grant the necessary passports, the
first of the ships, the "Prince George," finally
set forth from Hamburg and arrived in South
Australia some six months later in November 1838.
Kavel had boarded the ship at Plymouth and he
continued to be both pastor and guide in South
Australia. Those on board the "Prince George"
initially camped at the place at which they landed,
Port Misery. It was aptly named. Port Misery
stood at the upper reaches of the Port River, about
a kilometre above the present Port Adelaide. At
Port Misery the river became mud flats and mangrove
swamps. When the tide went out the boats were left
in shallow water and the men were able to wade
through the mud flats to the sand hills. The women
and children were luckier. They were generally
carried on the backs of sailors. From Port Misery
expeditions were sent out to look for suitable land
to farm and a decision was made to settle on land
owned by George Fife Angas on the River Torrens

about seven kilometres from the Adelaide town centre.
The place was called Klemzig after the village many
of the settlers had left in Germany.
The next ship to arrive in December 1838, was the
"Zebra" under the command of Captain Dirk Meinertz
Hahn. Hahn had grown particularly fond of his
passengers during the voyage to Australia and was
determined to see them properly settled on arrival.
Meanwhile the elders were looking for good agricultural land. They thought the land at Klemzig was
lacking in fertility and Captain Hahn arranged for
them to take up land in the Mt Barker district some
30 kilometres from Adelaide in the hills. The
Germans called the site of their new village
Hahndorf (Hahn's Village) in honour of the man who
had looked after their interests so diligently.
Most of the families, with their goods and chattels,
took some three months to walk the 40 kilometres
between Port Adelaide and Hahndorf. Except for the
descent into the valley where Hahndorf lies it was
uphill all the way. In general they lacked the
money to buy or hire oxen or horses and the journey
was made walking, pulling their goods in handcarts.
As they usually had more goods than the handcart
could hold, belongings were carried or pulled
forward over a suitable distance, placed on the
ground,and then the whole family would retrace their
steps to collect another load.
While on their journey, and indeed during the first
few months in Hahndorf, hunger was a real problem.
They lived on kangaroo stew, possum, and wild herbs
and roots. However, within a few months the
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Hahndorf settlers, like those who had remained behind
in Klemzig,were supplying Adelaide with both
vegetables and dairy produce.
Kavel wrote glowing reports to Germany not only
outlining the religious freedom they had found
in the new colony, but also the economic
opportunities which presented themselves for those
who were prepared to work hard. Thus was set in
motion a series of chain migrations. Nothing had
a greater effect on promoting migration than the
letter home to friends and relatives encouraging
them also to migrate.
The third group of Germans to arrive in South
Australia came under the leadership of Pastor
Gotthard Fritzsche. They arrived in October 1841.
This group of over 200 Old Lutherans had lived in
the same general area as Pastor Kavel and had
suffered the same persecutions.
During the European hungry forties economic
considerations acted as a powerful force pushing
people out of Germany. But the pull factor was
also operating toward South Australia, particularly
for Germans who lived at the conjunction of the
provinces of Brandenburg, Silesia and the Posen.
Of the 18,000 - odd Germans who came to South
Australia by 1900 only about 5 percent had
actually fled from religious persecution.
By 1842, two more German settlements had been
formed, at Lobethal (Val ley of Praise) in the
Adelaide hills and at Bethany in the Barossa

Wherever they took up land the Germans
Valley.
nursed and conserved it. They did not believe that
it was something to be exploited, but rather something given in trust by God, something that was to
be handed down to one's children and to their
children after them. Nearly all the farming
undertaken was of a self-supporting subsistence
type. Commercial crops were only grown for
additional money to purchase what could not be
produced. It was because of this self-reliance
that German farmers were able to survive the
vagaries of the weather and the market perhaps
better than their English counterparts who tended
to rely wholly on the income from commercial crops
from the 1860s onward. Even grapes were grown as
part of a subsistence crop, each family making its
own wine, exactly as it had been done in Germany.
The Barossa was predominantly a wheat-growing area
augmented by large numbers of pigs and fowls. It
was not until the 1890s with the devastation of
the vines in the eastern States by phylloxera that
the growing of vines became of great commercial
importance in the Barossa Valley.
As it is necessary to remember that the German
immigrants were not all religious refugees, it is
equally important to note that they were not all
farmers, Lutherans, or even occasionally, religious.
It is perhaps best to examine each in turn.
A surprisingly representative cross-section of the
community as found in East German country districts
emigrated to South Australia. A breakdown of the
various occupations of Germans who arrived in South
Australia in the nineteenth century gives the
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following figures: farming 33 percent, tradesmen
37 percent, commerce 9 percent, professional 2
percent, laborers 12 percent. Some artisans
remained at their crafts as carpenters, wheelrights,
plumbers, shoemakers, tailors, bakers, brewers,
cigarmakers, to name but a few, but others became
farmers, as did many labourers. In Germany when
times were hard and the crops failed there was no
secondary industry to cushion the blow to the
economy. Hence the villages which depended on the
surrounding farms for their livelihood were also in
economic distress. As a result of this, although
farming as an occupation was the largest single
group, the various tradesmen who lived in the
village as well as those involved in commerce, were
also forced to emigrate.
Miners were the largest single occupational group
not included in the above list. Australia's
mining boom began in South Australia in the early
1840s, and throughout the decade South Australia
was in the grip of coppermania, and as well as
Welsh and Cornish miners came Germans.
The professional group who came to the young
colony also constitute an interesting sub-group
markedly different from the majority whose chief
desire was to own their own farm, although this
was so much the prevailing ethos that some
professionals did try to farm, usually with
catastrophic results. Most of the professionals
were pastors and missioners of the Lutheran Church,
but around the year 1848, with its abortive liberal
revolutions in various parts of Europe, including

the German States, came just a sprinkling of men who
for want of a better term may be called intellectuals
men who had received some form of tertiary
education in Germany.
While most of the Germans who emigrated to South
Australia were Lutherans, there were also Roman
Catholics. Perhaps the most famous of the
Catholic migrants was Weikert, a well-to-do
Catholic from Silesia who, because of the bad
times in Germany, decided in 1848 to take a group
of people to Australia. He was prepared to pay
their fares, but they had to be Catholics.
Accordingly in December 1848 he set forth for South
Australia with 80 of his fellow countrymen.
Unfortunately, about half of the ''Catholics'' turned
out to be Protestants who had come along for the
free ride and, Catholic sources maintain, added
insult to injury by whiling away their time on the
long voyage by taunting the Catholics. On arrival,
despite an agreement that they should all remain
together all but 14 deserted Weikert. With this
faithful band he set forth to establish the now
famous Sevenhill (after the Seven hills of Rome)
settlement near Clare, South Australia.
For the Germans who arrived in South Australia during
the fifties, land was not difficult to obtain. A
labourer, if his fare out had not already been paid
by relatives, could save enough to repay it within
two years.
It was then possible to save for the
deposit on some land. Free selection before survey
never operated in South Australia and during the
1860s when land in South Australia became, in
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comparison with the eastern colonies, both
expensive and harder to obtain, many Germans
decided to move.
With a thoroughness that had become a by-word
of the German settlers, some elders were first
sent to Albury to see if the land was suitable.
It was known that a few Germans had settled there
already. Finally, in 1868, 56 people under Elder
Klemke set out from Ebenezer in the Barossa for
NSW in 14 covered wagons and a few carts. Feed for
the horses had been sent ahead by paddle steamer
to be picked up en route.
Such forethought enabled the group to arrive safely
at Walla Walla station where they built pug houses
and, like all German communities, the first substantial building was the church-school, for their
lives were spiritually orientated and education was
an essential tool both as a means of learning the
faith and developing the potential of both child
and man.

the quality of the land before the move was made.
The families that shifted to Victoria and NSW
maintained strong familial and spiritual links
with South Australia. Although the Albury Banner
published a page in German for the 1600-odd GermanAustralians living in the surrounding farming areas
by 1891, their main source of German news continued
to be the Adelaide-based Australische Zeitung.
In 1869 the South Australian Government, spurred on
by the thought that the colony appeared to be losing
settlers, passed Strangways Act which finally opened
up the northern wheat lands on something like the
same terms as were being offered in NSW and Victoria.
Bigger farms for growing families or new farms for
grown sons could now be found in their own colony.

A pug house was a mixture of straw and mud. It was
more resistant to the weather than mud alone and
probably explains why in South Australia the early
cottages of the Germans have survived while those
of the other settlers have tended to disappear.

But although treks for economic reasons were the most
numerous, there were other reasons, and perhaps the
most famous is the trek to Hermannsburg in the
Northern Territory from Bethany in the Barossa Valley.
The Lutheran missionaries Schwarz and Kempe started
out in 1875 initially with a hand-drawn cart to
arrive in Hermannsburg some 20 months later. There
they established a mission to bring Christianity to
The name Hermannsburg was chosen
the Aborigines.
after the Hermannsburg seminary in northern Germany.

Other families moved to the western districts of
Victoria, sometimes overland, at other times by
ship to Portland, and then inland to Natimuk,
Hamilton and Hochkirch (now Tarrington). In
nearly every case men were sent across to assess

Meanwhile, in Adelaide, the assimilation of the German
culture into the wider society of South Australia
continued. The Liedertafel in Adelaide was attended
not only by Germans interested in singing but by the
whole community. Similarly, when the German community
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brought bands, ballet, musicians or singers to
Adelaide,these were enjoyed by the population at
large. People drank Seppelt's wines, ate Menz
biscuits, invariably bought their spectacles from
a German optician, their cigars and pipe tobacco
from one of the numerous German tobacconists and
their pianos from German dealers. While it is
true that some hotels run by Germans were more
specifically patronised by Germans as were the
German coffee shops, it is also true that the
many and varied shops in Adelaide run by Germans
were also part of the general Adelaide scene. The
shops were not in any kind of ghetto and offered
a leavening to an otherwise very English
atmosphere.
Of course in the country the situation was somewhat
different, where the German communities tended to
remain somewhat separate, But even here, despite
the efforts of the Lutheran Church, the German
language was beginning to die, exactly as a
parallel situation had developed in the United
Not all Lutherans could or did attend
States.
Lutheran schools and English slowly increased in
use in German areas as the 19th century drew to a
close.
Some Germans felt that they suffered disadvantages
by being German and changed their names as they
considered they would gain more custom for their
business or find a job more easily with an English
name. Others, especially among the professional
Germans - doctors, lawyers, chemists - changed
their religion to what they obviously considered
the more socially acceptable Church of England

or Methodism, and sent their sons to St. Peters or
Prince Alfred Colleges, but did not change their
names. The same tendency does not seem to have
been apparent among the many Australians of German
descent who became school teachers.
The governments of the day, despite many attempts
in earlier years to have official interpreters at
the law courts and one at the Adelaide GPO, ignored
any problems of integration. From 1870 it did pay
the leading German newspaper one pound sterling
a week to print all public announcements in German
in the paper. Due in part at least to the German
connections of the Royal family as well as their
long association with the colony, the German "cousins"
in South Australia were accepted as part of the
community and their place and right to a good life
in the new land remained unquestioned.
The coming of the Boer War saw the f i rs t signs of
any real dissension between the Australians of
British descent and those of German descent.
Germany tended to side with the Boers and this was
reflected in the German newspaper, and in those
jingoistic days there was no suggestion, in Australia
at least, that there might be two sides to the
question.
Thus World War 1 in 1914 came as a traumatic shock
to South Australia's Germans. It seemed to matter
little to the government of the day whether people
who spoke German were born in Germany or Australia.
German-born nationals of obvious enemy sympathy
were rightly interned. But many Australians who
were leaders in the South Australian German community
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were put under house arrest. The Lutheran church
schools were closed. Germans, particularly in the
country areas, were subjected to hate and slander
campaigns. Many Germans in Adelaide who knew little
of their German ancestry except their name, changed
it. Similarly the changing of the Berliner Bun to
Kitchener Bun and the attempt to call Fritz (a
German sausage), Austral, can be viewed more in
sorrow than in anger.
But on a harsher note the South Australian Government in January, 1918 changed 69 German place names
to English or Aboriginal names - Hahndorf to
Ambleside, Petersburg to Peterborough, New
Mecklenburg to Gomersal, the list is endless.
Counties, rivers, mountains, towns, farming areas:
the history of nearly 10 percent of the settlers
of the colony was wiped out at a stroke; part of
the heritage of every South Australian was lost in
a moment of jingoistic passion.
In 1935 to commemorate the centenary of the State
in the following year, Hahndorf (Ambleside),
Lobethal (Tweedvale) and Klemzig (Gaza) were
restored as names, and in 1975 a further eight
places in the Barossa Valley were renamed. It
can only be hoped that for places which have
specific German historical connotations this
process of restoring the past will continue.
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VIEW ACROSS THE ODER NEAR TARCHALICE
(TAXDORF). POLISH SILESIA. (Pht. C.G.

Schmidt).

KLEPSK (KLEMZIG) CHURCH. POLISH SILESIA
1975. (Pht. C.G. Schmidt).
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KLEMZIG 1847. J.W.Giles (after G. F.Angas)
Hand coloured lithograph. Collection Art Gallery of S.A.
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CHAPTER THREE : THE BETHANY SURVEY 1976
Gordon Young
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Des irdische Leben (Earthly Life)

"Mutter, ach Mutter, es hungert mich,
Gib mir Brot, sonst sterbe ich;"
"Warte nur, warte nu, mein liebes Kind;
Morgen wollen wir ernten geschwind;"

"Mother, oh mother, I am hungry,
give me bread or I shall die."
"Wait a little, darling child,
tomorrow we will quickly bring in the corn."

Und alsa das Korn geerntet war,
Rief das Kind noch immerdar:
"Mutter, ach Mutter, es hungert mich,
Gib mir Brot, sonst sterbe ich;"

And when the corn had been brought in
the child still went on calling
"Mother, oh mother. I am hungry,
give me bread or I shall die!"

"Warte nur, warte nur, mein liebes Kind;
Morgen wollen wir dreschen geschwindR 1'

"Wait a little, darling child,
tomorrow we will quickly thresh the corn."

Und als das Korn gedroschen war,
Rief das Kind noch immerdar:
"Mutter, ach Mutter, es hungert mich,
Gib mir Brot, sonst sterbe ich!"

And when the corn had been threshed,
the child still went on calling
'
,
'Mother, oh mother, I am hungry,
give me bread or I shall die!"

"Warte nur, warte nur, mein liebes Kind!
Morgen wollen wir backen geschwind!"

"Wait a little darling child,
tomorrow we will quickly bake."

Und also das Brot, gebacken war,
Lag das Kind auf der Totenbahr!

And when the bread had been baked
the child lay dead on the bier.
(Translated by Drawer, S.S.- from The Pen uin Book
of L i eder)
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Analysis of an early settlement ; Bethany
Bethany was chosen because it was identified as the
first known settlement by German Lutherans in the
Barossa Valley.
The nine sections at Bethany formed part of George
Fife Angas'land in the Barossa Valley. It had
been acquired for him by his agent Charles Flaxman
who, acting on the advice of Johann Menge, took out
seven special surveys. These were registered
under his own name and he finally transferred six
of the surveys (24,000 acres) to Angas in June,
1840.
Anthony Forster, who was sent to the colony to replace Flaxman,was instrumental in arranging for
the sale and leasing of 2,000 acres of land in the
valley to the German settlers. According to
Forster diary twenty-four families were settled
on the Bethany land from January 14th onwards in
1842. Pastor Proeve has actually identified thirty
families who all came out on the "Skjold".2
The majority of these people were farmers;others
were skilled tradesmen of various kinds (mason,
shoemaker, rope maker).
They took up a variety
of allotments varying from 39 acres down to as
When the village land was
little as 31 acres.3
correctly surveyed by C. von Bertouch in 1857,

1.

Hodder, E. op . c i t. p.247.

2. Pastor Proeve, Historian of the Lutheran
Church of Australia. Private document.
3. Allen J. The South Australian Almanack
for 1$44 (1843 figures) pp. 247-8.

C.F. Seidel was the only one of these original
settlers whose name re-appeared. By then the
biggest allotment size given was 50 2/3 acres
and the smallest 4 acres.
The Historical Origins of the Method of Land
Settlement at Bethany.
South Australia was conceived as an ideal colony to
be surveyed, laid out and settled in a methodical
manner, creating a paradise of yeomen on their
basic eighty acre holdings serviced by their country
towns. Michael Williams has discussed the reasons
for the adoption of the eighty acre module in the
division of rural land.4 He has concluded that
Wakefield proposed such a module as best fitted
to the agricultural costs of the time, and related
therefore to the size of repayment a small landholder would be able to make each year. It was
thought this system would avoid farm workers becoming landowners too quickly, thus creating a
shortage of farm labourers for farm owners. Also,
eighty acres was a land unit which could be easily
measured, since it is the eighth part of a mile
square.' If a yeoman had owned 80 acres of land in

10.Williams, M. The Making of the South Australian
Landscape (Adelaide) 1974. pp.98-99.
Wakefield or his associates may also have been aware
of the U.S. Congressional Land Settlement Act of
1820 which established the minimum size of land grant
at 80 acres. Nye, R.B. & Morpurgo, J.E. A History of
the United States Vol. 2. (London) 1955 p.347.
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the south of England, or in the Midlands he would
have been assured of a very comfortable living.
It was therefore not unreasonable for the
founders of the colony to assume that a holding in
South Australia of similar size would be just as
productive. This aspiration was virtually achieved
in the first areas of settlement around Adelaide
within a decade or two of proclamation

The next larger land unit employed in the survey
and sub-division of rural land in South Australia
was the hundred. This is a very ancient term,
going back as far as Saxon times, and often found
in the definition of a nobleman's or Churchman's
bocland (i.e. land described in a charter or book).
The villages or vills were usually described in
groups of tens or "hundreds".
"However, it is not certain what a hundred
really means - a hundred families, a hundred
miles of land, a hundred fighting men, a hundred
monetary units? Whatever the origin of the word,
it can be used for an administrative area
created for the purpose of justice, taxation
and the defence of the realm".6

Its application in South Australia is also obscure,
but it was probably related to the promise of
commonage made to land buyers, at the rate of two
square miles for every eighty acre section purchased.7
After 1845 as settlement spread further
afield the hundreds were more closely related
to the counties which had first been proclaimed
when land became available for sale. Thus there
was perpetuated in colonial South Australia a
method of describing the division of land which
had its origins in Saxon England.
Another influence in determining the layout of
the new colony by Wakefield and the planners
must have been the enormous restructuring of the
English countryside that had taken place under
the provisions of the Enclosure Acts. These had
been in operation since Tudor times, but they proliferated in the years between 1760 and 1830.8
They had been utilized to accumulate rural land
in larger parcels, thus breaking up the ancient
system of strip farming in open fields with adjoining common pasturage or woodland. The new
landowners, the squires, began to protect their
crops and pasture by planting hedges, or building

5.

Williams, M. op. cit. P.28

7.

Williams, M. op. cit. p.74

6.

Parker, R. The Common Stream p.53

8.

Mitchell, J.B. "Historical Geography",
(London) 1954.
Enclosures had actually begun well before the
Tudor Period see Hoskins, W.G. The Age of Plunder
The England of Henry V111 1500-1547. (London)
1976.
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fences around their estates, Many of the new
manors were used for social display, and their
owners, often successful city merchants seeking
the armorial privileges of country seats, established themselves in Palladian homesteads.
There were thousands of these springing up in
the English countryside, set within carefully
contrived park-like gardens; the view from the
house was considered as important as the productive capacity of the farm itself, This
process had, by the beginning of the nineteenth
century, transformed large areas of southern
England into what appeared to be continuous
parkland. The nomenclature, applied to his
discoveries in the Barossa Valley (Angas Park
for example),suggests that Johann Menge was
aware of this phenomenon, and perhaps of the
aspirations of his English principal, George
Fife Angas.
Such Englishmen were surrounded in their
homes with these idealized landscapes and it
is not surprising that it affected their aesthetic attitude for generations. Neither is
it surprising that William Light was fascinated with the Savannah9 landscape of the
Adelaide Plains, which he described in his
journal as reminiscent of the English
coun t rys i de. 10

9. Open treed landscape
10. Light, W."Brief Journal" (Adelaide)1839
p.46.

Indeed, the similarity probably had great bearing
upon his choice for the site of the centre of the
colony.
The historical origins of the German settlement
at Bethany are even more intriguing. Its form
represents the final mode of town establishment
(although they were really only large villages)
which may be traced back step by step to the Franks,
and even beyond them to the Romans. Its immediate
ancestor is to be found in the organization of
many of the thousands of new villages created by
the Prussian administration of Silesia and East
Prussia in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
In its ideal form, the village is described in a
late eighteenth century book:

"The villages should be laid out in such a
manner that the homesteads are built in two
opposite rows and somewhat separated from
each other with houses for cottagers and
crofters between them and that a continuous
street runs through the whole village.
Behind the houses should be the gardens
and the fields and all the other land of
each peasant who would therefore be in a
better position to manage his farm and to
get immediate help from his neighbour in
11
case of fire, burglary or any other misfortune"

11.

Stienlitz (ed.) ''Encyklopadie der Burgerlichen
Baukunst". 1750 - 1632.
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In other words, a complete holding was created
at one time. In Britain such a tidy subdivision of land was only achieved after the
Enclosure Acts had been operating for several
centuries.
The village of Bethany has therefore an antecedent in the forms of the Prussian colonial
villages. But there are earlier sources to be
discovered beyond that. Guttkind
has shown
how large numbers of people, moving from west
to east, colonized 'Europe in the early middle
ages;12the colonization process was accelerated
by the frequently occurring famines in the more
densely populated western regions. In the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries Teutonic
settlers cleared great forests and drained
marshlands in many areas beyond the Elbe. The
line or street villages which they built were
formally laid out in long strips at right
angles to the approximate line of the road or
dyke. Beside the thoroughfare stood the
house, behind which was the vegetable garden;
behind that was the arable land, then the
pasture, and finally the wood or fen. As the
village grew, the new families took up similar
strips at either end of the street. The name
given to these villages was reihendorf, (line
village).
12. Guttkind,E.A., ''Urban Development in East
Central Europe''. Vol. 1. (London) 1964 p.91

Those in the forest were alternatively known as
waldhufendorf (forest-farm villages) whilst the
marsh villages were marschhufendorf (marsh farm
village),
In these new colonial areas land was given by
the King to the princes, dukes and prelates, who
in turn implemented policies to attract settlers
to their establishments; In 1108 the following
proclamation was made in the churches within the
sees of the Bishops of Saxony:

''The Slays are an abominable people but their
land is very rich in flesh, honey, grain,
birds and abounding in all products of the
fertility of the earth when cultivated, so
that none can be compared unto it. So
they say, who knows, Wherefore 0 Saxons, Franks,
Lothar i ng i ans , men of Flanders most famous, here
you can both save your souls and if itplease you
acquire the best land to live in"
Special officials named locatores (in German,
lokator), were appointed, whose function seems to
have been to deliver the settlements after having
supervised everything from the site-works to the
location of the settlers in the village. In a

13. Mitchell,J.B, op, cit. p,120.
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a sense, they were twelfth century versions of
the modern land developer. Their commission was
paid "in kind", and they received larger estates
of four to six hides of land, together with the
right to keep a tavern. Intermingled with the
peasant holdings were those of knights, known
as the Rittergut; these extended over five to
eight times as much land as the peasant's
holdings.
Guttkind claims that the Franks were the principal
agents in the spread of the street village, and
evidence of their influence can still be found
in north-eastern France, the Rhineland, the valley
of the Main, the central uplands of Saxony, and
in the eastern marshlands. They used their
villages as fixed points of defence along the
line of an advance, allowing them to ease their
way into new territory by following a light
military occupation with a period of consolidation.
This suggests that they set up a network of roads,
There is a similarity between this system and the
Roman one which combined a rather more sophisticated
communication grid between a number of strategically
placed caestra (military camps),
The Black Death had a terrific impact upon the
population of fourteenth centry Europe, and in
some areas a third to half of the people died.
Rural areas, although not so badly affected as
the urban centres, were reduced in population.
Although there was a rapid recovery over the

next three centuries, the Thirty Years War
(1618-48) once again devastated the population
of central Europe, and destroyed the productivity
of large areas of the countryside, Many villages
were abandoned, and the peasants embarked on a
large-scale eastward migration.
In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and
especially during the reign of Frederick the Great
(1740-178()) , Prussia began the creation of many
new settlements, In the hundred years until
1740 about 100,000 new colonists were located,
whilst in the next 45 years twice that number were
settled in 900 new villages. This new colonization
was different from earlier types: the major landowners were interested in more than peasant farmers
to work their land, and now wanted to include
artisans and craftsmen, many of whom were refugees
from religious persecution. Peuplierung was the
term coined to describe the migration plan.
The first step involved filling the gaps left in
existing village structures by the wars; this was
achieved by giving farms free to new colonists. As
a second measure, existing villages were enlarged
as much as they could be without overtaxing their
agricultural hinterlands; it seems that it was
difficult to settle ''full" peasants in these
situation, because they needed more than twenty
morgen (about thirty two hectares) to subsist.
Finally, new settlements were founded; thus the
overall density of the rural population was
increased.
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In 1773 a declaration was made according to
which in suitable places in Silesia new villages
were to be built. Altogether 12,000 families
were settled in 200 new colonies. Frederick's
decree provided:
" For each farm not less than eight Magdeburg morgen of fields, meadows, and garden
but not more than twenty. For each new
village at least six farms.''
The pattern of density which developed included
villages on the plains and in the more fertile
areas of between forty and fifty families; about
a third of these were peasants, and the remainder
cottagers, gardeners and craftsmen. In the
mountain areas, the number of peasants was
considerably less.
There seem to have been four distinct categories
of colony:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Mining
Forest
Agricultural - mainly farmers, with a
blacksmith, shoemaker, and members of
the minor professions.
Trade or home industry - these were
usually near a larger township.

Public buildings, including a school, and offices
were a common feature to them all, as was a bakery

'In my most humble opinion the first duty
of the leader of a state consists in his
care to increase the number of men as far
as possible to guarantee continuously their
livlihood and to settle them in such a
manner that they can be most useful to the
Both these demands have not been
state.
fulfilled by the settlement of foreign
colonists in compact villages. They have
the habit of making use of the benefits of
the state and then moving away - for this
they cannot be blamed, for owing to the
disproportionately great number of foreigners
they have often been assigned to places where
they had difficulty in earning their living.
In other places they would have robbed the
old inhabitants of their food and the fruits
of their industry.''
Upon the death of Frederick the Great in 1786 there
was an economic recession, and between 1816 and
1865 a large proportion of the peasants' land was
absorbed into the large estates of the aristocracy.
Under Prussian rule the whole of Eastern Germany
was extensively developed up until the end of the
First World War.
New lands were opened up and
stereotype villages laid out with standardised
houses and community buildings, the whole being
organised by a highly centralised and disinterested bureaucracy.

Some of these settlements were, partly at least,
artificial in their constitution, as a report
quoted by Guttkind underlines:
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Bethany:

Its Form and Origins

X
JIL

We can justifiably define Bethany as an
Australian example of a Waldhufendorf (forest
farm villag e). 44 This is an agricultural village
created by the juxtaposition of several hufen
(farmlets), cut out of the surrounding forest.
Ancient examples of farmlets in West Germany have
been identified as late Carolingian (circa 850 AD)
These show a direct access from the farmhouse to
the actual farmland. They had quite narrow
frontages and usually lay in valley bottoms with
a road parallel to a stream dividing two rows of
farmlets. The farmland stretched in long strips
up the valley sides, to the edge of the forest.
These strips varied in width from 90 to 150 metres
and their lengths could be anything from 300 to
400 metres (i.e. enclosing land areas of 3 to
6 hectares). Only a small number (6-12) composed
each village and they were surrounded by large
areas of common land. In later examples, this
was divided into blocks of fields laid out in
strips, thus increasing the available arable land.
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5
1

Govt. Road
14

(2)
Both Guttkind(1) and Mayhew
describe the
village form in terms that can be applied to
Bethany, literally "Forest farm-village".
Guttki nd, E. op. ci t.
(1)
(2) Mayhew, A. Rural Settlement and
Farming in Germany London 1973•

Plan of Bethany in October, 2857

as surveyed by C. Von Bertouch.
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The Carolingian examples probably became the
models for the later eastern colonial villages
built from the beginning of the 12th century.
The Frankische farmlet was adopted; it normally
had an area of 24.2 hectares. The strips of
land also had the same widths and lengths.
(4 Seile wide x 270 Ruten long). One rute was
equal to 8.66 metres, therefore the lengths were
around 2,340 metres. The seil, a chain used for
measuring,was equal to three ruten or around
26 metres. The widths therefore were
approximately 104 metres.
Waldhufendorfer (forest farm villages) of this
form are widespread throughout Saxony, Thuringia
and Silesia, and examples include both a double
and a single row of farmhouses. The later
Prussian colonization led to the creation of
both hufendorfer (farm vi 1 lages) as well as the
more concentrated strassendorfer (street
villages) settlements, which have the farmhouses
and cottages placed closer together with small
private allotments surrounded by large blocks
.near
of land. It is possible that Klemzig.
Adelai.de, may have been this type of settlement.
The more modern hufendorfer (farm villages) had
larger areas of land than earlier ones.
Bethany seems to have had a few smaller, but
many larger farmlets, ranging from 10 to 104
hectares. These were located on the north side
of the Government road, which was the southern
limit of the land bought by George Fife Angas.

Later, houses appeared on the south side of the
road, but this development was not as intensive.
The farmland, in narrow strips extends back across
the Tanunda Creek. In the early days of the
village they were not fenced off from each other,
and only a larger outer fence separated them from
It is probable that
the rest of Angas'land.
cattle would have had to be tethered, or housed in
barns. A cowherd was employed to take the cattle
to and from the common each day for grazing. The
location of the original houses is a matter for
conjecture. If the settlement was located outside
the Government survey, it most probably would have
followed the line of the Tanunda Creek, in
accordance with European practice thus creating a
street village with a stream and farmlets on
either side. It is also possible that the first
sub-division of the land at Bethany gave equal
areas of farmland for each family. This was
certainly changed by 1857; the Village of Bethany
plan surveyed by C. von Bertouch shows considerable
variations in the land holdings. In Prussia, the
sub-division of land was made in relation to the
social standing of the particular farmer. For
example, a Budner (asmall peasant proprietor, a
cottager) was allowed 6-8 Morgen (approx, 15
hectares) as against a full peasant farmer (Bauern)
This system did.
who was allowed 20-40 morgen.
not appear in South Australia. Thatis not to say
that it was easily maintained in Silesia: marriages
and deaths inevitably led to subsequent land
subdivision,just as much as land dealings,did•
Eventually, some of the more important peasants
Similar
could become substantial land owners.
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changes occurred at Bethany, and the 1857
plan shows just how quickly this must have
happened. A large area of common grazing
land was located in the Barossa range to
the east of the village. Leading from this
area and rising at the bottom of the Kaiser
Stuhl is the Tanunda Creek; in this gully
Schlinke's Corn Mill was built in 1843, but
its remains have now disappeared.
Bethany was certainly an agricultural colony
of the traditional form already described.
Apart from the mill and a blacksmith's shop
school, it contained no service industries.
The only public buildings were the Church
and school house. This provides a striking
contrast with such towns as Mount Torrens,
a true service centre for the surrounding
country districts. Mount Torrens had the
character of a minor English country town,
with a large butcher's shop, several bakers'
and blacksmiths' shops, taverns, and travellers' accommodation. Another aspect of
Bethany which links it to its Silesian
counterparts is the formal arrangement of
trees which have been planted each side of
the street and in the cemetery.
Bethany has not developed much since its
foundation. Unlike some of the German and
Prussian farm villages, which later became
much denser street village settlements, it
has retained some of its original characteristics. This may be partly attributed to
the proximity of Tanunda, which was developed
as a true service centre and a Government

town, Even in the early days of settlement,
apart from their own self-sufficiency and the
occasional visit by itinerant Indian traders,
the farmers of Bethany could easily walk into
Tanunda for any extra supplies they required.
Agricultural Land Use at Bethany
The first settlers at Bethany, although not
all originally farmers, would probably have
carried on the traditional form of farming
common to their Silesian homeland. This
would have been mixed farming, with the farmlet
divided into segments of pasture, arable land
and some orchards, vegetable gardens and vines.
The use of commonage would have allowed them to
run more cattle and sheep than on their individual
allotments, as well as mutually protecting their
initially unfenced properties, A cash crop
would have been early sought - primarily wheat
or barley, That would explain the appearance
of the corn mill within a few years. The growing
importance of wheat in South Australian economy
towards the end of the 19th century ensured a
continuation of the great German folk movement of
which Bethany+.ssettlement is a part, The need
for greater acreage to allow for the economic use
of machines led to the opening up of expansive
wheat growing districts north of the Barossa, and
in the Victorian Wimmera and to the eventual
movement of German settlers into these areas,
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VIEW TOWARDS THE NEW CEMETERY, BETHANY,
SHOWING THE PERPETUATION OF THE HUFE FORM
OF LAND DIVISION.

THE SINGLE STREET OF BETHANY WITH ITS
AVENUE OF TREES.
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OLD SINGLE ROOM FARMHOUSE & SMOKE OVEN.
TARCHALICE (TAXDORF) POLISH SILESIA.1.975
(Pht. C.G. Schmidt) .
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FARMHOUSE & BARN SHOWING HALF-TIMBER CONSTRUCTION & HIGH ATTIC ROOFS. TARCHALICE
(TAXDORF) POLISH SILESIA. 1975 (Pht.C.G.
Schmidt).
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BETHANY 1847. J.W.Giles (after G. F.Angas)
Hand coloured lithograph. Collection Art Gallery of S.A.
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19th Century East German Farmhouses
Silesia, Brandenburg and Posen are areas with
Summers
fertile soils and extensive forests.
can be quite hot, but winters become very cold
and the rivers and lakes are often frozen for
more than three months.
Rye, oats, barley,
potatoes and sugar-beet are the chief crops.
The rye is made into black bread, a staple diet
item of the mid-European peasant for centuries.
Potatoes, as well as being eaten by humans, are
In turn, the pigs form an
fed to pigs.
important part of the farmers' diet.
Large
scale stock-rearing, as undertaken in Hungary,
does not appear to be an historical practice
in the area.
German and Polish documentary sources on the type
of farmhouses . commonly found in these regions
point to a long history of the close
association of the farmers and their animals.
German migrants moving eastwards into the Slavic
domains brought with them several basic house
types, which were inter-mingled with the
conventional hutments of the Slays.
The most
primitive cottages or farmhouses were those with
a single room and a central hearth.
These were very common throughout central Europe
until quite recent times (as late as the 18th
century), and they were well known in England
(until the 17f~ century) where they were called
"firehouses".
This basic type of plan seems

Niederdeutsches Haus
(Lower Saxon House).
Showing common living area and entrance
and open hearth & loft.

15. Barley, M.W. The English Farmhouse and
Lottage (London), 1961.
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to have followed one of two lines of development. It
either became the hall of a much larger house
with parlours and store rooms as additions,
or it was extended to have a shippon or stable
end to it; in that case, a through passage
arrangement created a stronger division between
Finally, the animals were
man and animals.
located elsewhere (probably in an extension to
the house or in specially built outbuildings).
The Niederdeutsches Haus (Lower Saxon house)
shows these primitive joint-living quarters as do
some-of the more primitive Netherlandish farmThe Frankische Haus (Frankish House)
houses.
the form
has a more sophisticated arrangement;
appears to have been introduced into Silesia by
The Oberdeutsche Haus
early German migrants.
(Upper German house),which evolved from the
16
was probably brought to the
hearth house
region in the same way.
A considerable number of the plans of farmhouses
in the region appear to have the through-passage
They also have centrally
or one of its variants.
located stove and baking ovens, (Backofen),
sometimes with small smoking chambers all
connected by brick vaulted flues to a central
chimney.
The latter served a very important
purpose; the idea of a central heating
appliance made it possible to design a flat top to
allow people to sleep on it at night. The brickwork surrounding the ovens and flues was also a
fire construction technique employed to protect

Frankische House with Flur
(passage) bake oven and summer hearth.

a)

a) Hearth

(fire house)

B
b) Bedroom addition
P

B
c) Small bedroom or store

C)

Stages in the development of the Oberdeutsche
House.
16. Ranck, T. Kulturgeschichte des deutschen
bane rnhauses (Leipzig)

1907.
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the largely timber-framed houses.
In fact,
timber construction was the principal mode of
building in the region, an expected phenomenon
where there were extensive forests.
Log cabins,
built from solid planed, tenoned and dowelled
logs were used everywhere; they were known as
As the forest areas dwindled, halfblockbau.
timber work (Fachwerk or Fachbau) replaced the
These were panelled
log construction.
buildings with wattle and daub or brick infilt
Brick and stone walling was ---ed for the more
substantial buildings and very often rendered
and whitewashed to make them more weatherproof.
Roofs were carefully framed with large ceiling
beams and rafters housed into them.
The
former projected out as brackets to allow for the
thatch to oversail and protect the tops of the
walls.
This form also appeared in coastal
regions, and in marshland.
Naturally, the
determinants of house form are not merely
physical, but the influence of available
materials is obvious.
The high-pitched thatched roofs left a useful
loft space for bedrooms, stores and pigeon houses.
Normally, timber gable ends were used,and loft
doors and small windows let into them.
The
ceiling beams supported thick wattle and daub
ceilings which extended to the full depth of
the beams or lay across them,showing the beams
exposed on the soffit.
The better rooms were
whitewashed on walls and ceilings.
Later, in
the better—off houses at least, tile or shingle
roofing replaced the thatch.
The gable ends were sometimes very ornamental
in a cottage ornee style and with fleche or

B

P

Oberdeutsche House with
su i ted parlours .

Log cabin details (blockbau)
from Schimanski, E. 'Das
Bauernhaus Masurens
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The entrance
weathercocks finishing the ridges.
doors to the passageway were also very often highly decorated with diagonal boarding and iron
Windows were kept small with three
studs.
casement lights to each casement, or two lights
and a transom with a single fanlight above.
Timber shutters, sometimes cleverly decorated,
were provided on the outside.
To protect the inhabitants of the house Hauspruchsayings or quotations - were located in the
The
hallways,placing the house under God's care.
roof decorations mentioned above were of
similar purpose, and of pre-christian origin.
Black Kitchens, bread areas, etc.
The timber framed and thatched roofed houses of
these East German peasants created enormous fire
The open-hearth dwelling, where the
hazards.
smoke was allowed to escape through the ridge
vent, must have been constantly set on fire in
spite of the clay parging provided on the underside of the thatch.
Gradually the practice grew of using stone or clay
brick walls to enclose the hearth area, with
timber-framed and pugged canopies leading to the
These developments were
flue and chimney.
accelerated by Government regulations which
defined the constructional requirements and
(in
enforced them by visiting inspectors
Thuringia in the 15th century householders had
In the 18th century the
quarterly inspections.)
Prussian Governments ''Dorf and Feuerordnungen"
(village and fire legislation) changed the

Construction of timber
Roofs and Thatching
from Kopkowi cz, F. Cies ielstwo
Polskie

Silesian Farmhouse from T l oczek , 1.
Polish Farmhouses showing
brick bui It cooking areas.
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timber and clay-pugged chimney construction to
This gave rise to the term Schwarze
brick.
Kuche (Black Kitchen).
The improvement in living standards led to an
enlargement of the farmhouses.
The kitchen/
parlour rooms were often duplicated and the
cooking hearths and ovens were backed to each
other so as to facilitate the use of a common
flue and chimney.
In some areas, (e.g. Mecklenburg), bake ovens were
not -allowed in the houses and small separate
bakehouses were built in the adjoining kitchen
gardens.
The most useful plan arrangement was
the through passagel7where a bake oven and a
meat-smoking chamber could be provided separate
from, but backing up to, the hearth i-n the
kitchen/parlour.
This gave the owners the
opportunity to share the bake oven (e.g. when
en-suite parlours were used).
It also allowed
summer cooking and baking to take place in the
ventilated passageways in relative comfort.

(a

(b

Bethany Farmhouses
Although some of the early settlers were possibly
well-off farmers in Prussia, they must have
arrived at Bethany in fairly difficult financial
circumstances.
Their remaining money was
primarily invested in the purchase of new land,
and in buying stock, seed and farm equipment.
This left little for their simple dwellings.
These one-room cottages, with separate barns, are
illustrated in a watercolour by George French

17. Through passage and kitchen/parlours.

(c

a) & b) through passage plans and cooking
hearths.
c) closed passage plan and oven.
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in his
Mr. Topp,
Angas,made in 1846.
poem "Bethanin",says that these types of
dwellings were still in use twenty years after.
A single-room cottage has been discovered on the
It is uncertain whether
property of Mr. Liersch.
this is an original building or a later addition
in the same form, built as accommodation for a
farmhand or relative.
When they began to grow more prosperous, the
settlers built more sophisticated houses with
two or more rooms and kitchen parlours - buildings
sti l l reminiscent of their Prussian farmhouses. 18

a)

Plans
At least five houses at Bethany have been found to
The Tscharke House is
have through-passage plans.
the most complete of these, and the baking oven is
Others, such as the Liersch
in the passage.
House and the Heinrich House, have sufficient
evidence in their plan forms to suggest a throughpassage arrangement with cooking facilities.
Of
Closed passages occur in three other houses.
these, the Keil House is the best preserved,
although the black kitchen in the passage, flur,
18.Edwin Hodder in his biography of George Fife
Angas complains that the Lutherans, like
many others, "were eager to make their
settlements models of prosperity, but in doing
so they omitted to make corresponding efforts
to discharge their pecuniary obligations to
Mr. Angas."(1)
(1) Hodder, E. op.cit.p.198.
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b)

a) single room cottage.
b) Through passage plan Tscharke House.
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In the Schwarz
has been considerably altered.
House (now used as a fruit drying shed) the
ruined outline of the black kitchen is easily
discernible. This small two-roomed house shows
very clearly the nature of these early farmhouses
and their origins in the farms of the East German
marshes. A surviving example of this is
the Handke House near Marananga.
A perfectly preserved centre-passage with kitchen
plan has been discovered at Light Pass; this is
the Schmidt house. As well as the cooking
arrangements in the passage it has fire places
in the adjoining rooms, backing to a common flue.
In the classic house, access to the loft spaces
was obtained from the passage.
In the Keil house
this is by means of a permanent stair ladder.

a)

y

Most of the Bethany houses were located close to
the Government Road at the southern end of the
Most of them are built parallel to the
farmlet.
road with a front door opening into a garden, it
is probable that this was originally a kitchen
A back door at the end of the passage
garden.
The Keil house is unusual in
faces the farmlet.
this respect, as it is at right angles to the road
with its"front doorf facing the farmyard. An end
door in the north gable faces the farmlet. (hufe)
This is reminiscent of the early historical
Niederdeusche Haus (Lower Saxon House) whose
single door faced the farmlet.

a

~14

Farm Buildings
Several farms at Bethany have a considerable number
of farm buildings which reflect the mixed farming
pursued by the earliest settlers and their
The Hueppauf Farm is perhaps the
descendants.
best remaining example of this type of holding.It has

b)
Closed passage plans & black kitchens

a) Schwarz House b) Ke i 1 House.
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a small cow paddock next to the main road, a
shippon, a barn, pigsties, and a shed for farm
implements. Most of these buildings appear to
be comparatively new and have probably replaced
the more traditional structures. The best examples of early farm buildings at Bethany are on
Mr. Shultz's property: these include a slab
sided thatch-roofed implement store and a mud
and stone barn which has been strengthened with
timber corner posts.
The Keil house has a very fine timber-framed
cart and implement shed with some old carts
and farm equipment preserved in it. Many of
the other outbuildings on the property are quite
substantial brick and stone structures used by
the Keil Family for their butchering trade.
Other aspects of the farming history of the
settlement are the bridges across the Tanunda
Creek. One of these which remains has a framework of rough hewn logs. Another, originally
a footbridge suspended across the creek,is
only recognisable now by the restraining posts
on each side. It was probably similar to the
complete one still in use over the creek north
of Seppeltsfield.

Constructional Techniques.
We have not so far discovered any blockbau
houses in the Barossa Valley, although there
are examples of horizontally constructed slab
barns around the valley, such as the one at
Krondorf.
The only completely timber-framed farmhouse
discovered is an English pre-fabricated cottage.
This is a ''Manning House''. It was manufactured
by Mr. Manning, master carpenter of High Holborn,
London, and exported to the Colony inthe 1840's.
The ''Manning House'' was quite popular with the
Australian colonists and there are several in
existence. The most famous is the original part
of Governor Latrobe's cottage in Melbourne.
A complete two-roomed half-timbered house has been
discovered on Mr. Brock's property at Greenock.
This is in reasonably sound condition and the
panels are filled with wattle and daub rather than
brick. This is a significant building as it involves a more primitive form of half-timbered
work than the carefully built brick-panelled
farmhouses at Paechtown (near Hahndorf). Although
some half-timbered farm buildings were still
constructed in the early 19th century in Europe,
the tendency was to use the more permanent brick
panels for the farm houses whilst still using
wattle and daub for the outbuildings. This is
illustrated at Paechtown by the well-preserved
half-timber and brick-panelled farmhouses set
alongside half-timbered, wattle and daub outbuildings. It is therefore the more primitive
form of half-timbered work that we have found at
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Greenock. There are possibly several other
similar buildings surviving in the Barossa Valley.
The single-roomed house located on Mr. Liersch's
property is built of unburnt bricks and large red
gum jambs to stiffen the walls on either side of
the door and window. In larger houses (for
example the Handke house at Marananga) bigger
corner posts are used at the gable ends.
Simi larly,a small barn on Mr. Schulz's property
has red gum posts set into the corners of the
rubble and mud walls. These were tied to the
cross-ties of the roof trusses. Recently,when
the ties were removed to obtain a greater clearance for bales of hay, the end walls collapsed,
revealing the ancient constructional techniques
used in the building. These techniques are one
step removed from complete timber framing and
reveal the cultural attitudes of the early
settlers. They were people originating from
an area where many of the earlier building
traditions were related to the use of timber.
Therefore the structural qualities of brick
and stone were possibly suspect in their eyes,
It is to be expected that a large number of
buildings erected in the first few decades of
settlement would be built at least partly of
timber.
High gabled timber roof structures are still to
be found throughout the Valley. They are very
often trussed rafter roofs of pit-sawn red gum
150 x 100 mm in section. Some branchlike or
rough hewn horizontal tie members are housed
20.ShoIokov, Mikhail. And Quiet Flows the Don, 1929.
These were copied from the suburban houses of
the aristocracy built early in the 19th century in

across the backs of the rafters. A few crossties occur at the gable ends, but otherwise no
purlins or struts interrupt the clear roof spaces
obtained. The ceiling beams are 150 to 200 mm
deep and span between the outer walls, often
carrying through to the exterior where their ends
are shaped to curve upwards.
The ceilings are made of very thick clay pugwork matted around the ceiling battens or laths
nailed to the bottom of the beams or set in between them. Sometimes a level floor is formed
in the loft by filling between the beams with extensive pugging. In the half-timbered house at
Greenock, timber boarding has been used. The
gable ends have small casement windows loft doors
set in them. Some are boarded, in the manner of
their East German counterparts, but most are
bricked up. They are not elaborately decorated,
although an exception to this is the Keil house,
whose gable faces out towards the farmlet.
The roofs are clad with galvanized iron sheets,
but initially they would have been covered with
straw thatch or timber shingles. However, we
can assume that their owners would much prefer a
secure and waterproof covering as soon as they
could afford it, and these insecure finishes
would soon have been replaced by iron.
It is interesting to read that Cossack farmers in the Don
basin in the 19th century were proud of their
painted galvanized iron roofs which the richer of
them commonly used-on' their houses?C)Today galvanized
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Russian cities. e.g. Moscow.See Kropotkin, P.
Memoirs Of A Revolutionist. (London) 1899 =''In these quiet

iron painted with bitumenised paints is often
seen covering hay barns or smaller farm sheds
in Europe. In Silesia, tiles or asbestos slates
now adorn the roofs of the farmhouses.
The outside walls of the Bethany farmhouses
are generally 450 to 550 mm thick. They were
built either of soft clay bricks or stone
rubble mixed with bricks and rendered outside
with a thin coat of cement render, then
Similar finishes occur inside,
whitewashed.
except where a thickened plaster was applied
The slab-timbered
in the "better" rooms.
houses of Silesia were finished internally
with a thin framework which acted as a reinforcement for the plastering applied across
the log walls. Such a technique was employed
on a small scale over the rough timber lintels
in the Schwarz house. In the half-timbered
house at Greenock, the timber frames were
roughly adzed or chiselled on their inside
faces to allow the plastering to be carried
right across them, so that smooth walls
would result2l Windows were commonly small
three-paned casements without outside shutters. At first floors were probably a rough
layer of sand or lime compacted into a crude
screed; in several houses, large paving
stones have been discovered. Where a cellar
occurs (which is very often) boarded timbered
floors were used. Some of the black kitchen
areas were finished with tiles or brick,
20. cont'd. streets far away from the noise
and bustle of commercial Moscow all the houses
had much the same appearance. They were
mostly built of wood with bright green
sheet-iron roofs
21. This is to be seen in the Paechtown house
belonging,to Mr. Noble.

..."

and this was carried through to some of the
adjoining verandahs and outside areas.
Black Kitchens and Ovens.
There are a variety of black kitchen and
cooking oven arrangements in the houses. Some,
as in the Tscharke house, are very elaborate.
Others have been removed, but because of the
roof trimming which still remains in the ceiling
it has been possible to locate their original
position. The most interesting and bestpreserved examples are the Schmidt house near
Light Pass and the Handke House at Marananga.
Cellars.
An unusual aspect of the Bethany Houses is the
incorporation of a cellar. It occurs in almost
all the examples we measured and ranges from a
single room to a complex of cellars such as appears in the Heinrich house. It is entered from
outside and is protected by hinge door-flaps or
an enclosed verandah. Some beautifully executed
brick vaults cover these rooms, or sometimes the
heavy joisted timber floors above are sealed
off with a thick layer of clay pugging:
"To the cellar we were next introduced
where we tasted three sorts of winetwo good one i nd i fferent"?2
Surprisingly, the German and Polish text books
do not indicate cellars under the farmhouses in
those parts of Europe. They were common in nearby areas of Czechoslovakia (Moravia) where they
served as da i r i es .23
22 Yelland,E.M. (ed) op cit. p.128
23 Information supplied by Martin Spitzer, Senior
Lecturer in Cartography, South Australian
Institute of Technology.
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Later Additions
Many of the simple two-roomed cottages were
extended apparently immediately after their
completion by the addition of lean-to out
in the English manner, immediately
shutts
after their completion. The verandah and
fronts and sides of the buildings represent
an Australian architectural phenomenon,a
cultural symbol, rather than a functional
one. Since many of the Bethany farmhouses
face the south, the verandah provides no
shade.
House developments in the later 19th century,
The earlier houses were one by one turned
into store buildings, incorporated into
newer constructions, or simply knocked down.
The German vernacular traditions faded away
and a younger generation built itself houses
similar to those erected by the English settlers. The most common plan was a centralpassage with two or four rooms on each side,
another room was sometimes added at the rear
with verandahs at the front and sides. The
front elevation was basically symmetrical
in arrangement.
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THE TSCHARKE HOUSE, BETHANY.
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TSCHARKE HOUSE: LOFT & ROOF FRAMING
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LIKE MOST GERMAN HOUSES, THE SCHRAPEL HOUSE
AT BETHANY HAD A THATCHED ROOF. TH|S PHOTO- \
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THE KEIL HOUSE, BETHANY.
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KEIL HOUSE, BETHANY, SHOWING THE PARLOUR
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THE VIEW FROM THE GABLE WINDOW UP THE
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KEIL HOUSE: FIELDED PANELLED DOOR WITH A
PRIMITIVE DEAD LOCK.

KEIL HOUSE: BRICKED UP CASEMENT WINDOW IN
LOFT
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KEIL HOUSE: FIXED STAIR LADDER TO LOFT IN
'FLUR' (HALL PASSAGE).

VIEW ACROSS THE VINEYARDS TO A FARM COMPLEX
AT BETHANY.
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VERTICAL TIMBER SLAB AND THATCH BARNS LIKE
THE SCHULZ BARN, BETHANY, ARE COMMON
THROUGHOUT THE VALLEY.
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THE END WALL OF THE MUD AND RUBBLE SHED ON

THE SCHULZ PROPERTY COLLAPSED WHEN THE TIE
BEAMS WERE REMOVED FROM THE ROOF FRAMES IN
1976.
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ALTERNATIVE TYPES OF RUDE CONSTRUCTION AT
THE SCHMIDT HOMESTEAD, LIGHT PASS.
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THE STONE HENTSCHKE BARN NEAR GOMERSAL STILL
HAS THE TRADITIONAL THATCHED ROOF INTACT.
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DETAIL OF HORIZONTAL SLAB BARN NEAR
KRONDORF

BROCK HOUSE: GREENOCK. HALF TIMBERING WITH
WATTLE AND DAUB ;NFILL.

HALF TIMBERED STRUCTURE, USING BRICK AS IN-

DETAIL OF EAVES CONSTRUCTION. BUILDING AT
EBENEZER.

REMAINS OF TIMBER FRAMED HOUSE. KERSBROOK
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MUD AND TIMBER CONSTRUCTION WAS USED EXTENSIVELY FOR FARM BUILDINGS AS SEEN IN THE WEST
END OF THIS HALF- TIMBERED BARN AT THE POLST
HOMESTEAD, LIGHT PASS.
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POST AND PUG WALLING. LIGHT PASS.
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RUDE TIMBER ROOF FRAME OF THE HEINRICH
HOUSE,
ROUNDED EXPOSED END OF CEILING BEAMS IN
THE SCHWARZ HOUSE

EAVES DETAILS OF THE SCHWARZ HOUSE

ROOF FRAMES

BAMBOO SLATS COVERING TIMBER LINTEL TO FORM
KEY FOR PLASTER. SCHWARZ HOUSE.

MUD & LATH PLASTERED CEILINGS BETWEEN CELLAR
BEAMS: TSCHARKE HOUSE

INTERNAL FINISHES
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MANY ROOMS, ESPECIALLY KITCHENS, HAVE STONE
FLAGS OR BRICK PAVINGS (e.g. TSCHARKE HOUSE)

KITCHEN FIREPLACES I N THE GERMAN HOUSES
HAD LINTELS OF HEAVY TIMBER. TSCHARKE HOUSE,
BETHANY.

•,~~:::.:µ`,,• •. ,;,mow. ~::: ~:'t?::;:•a`>..~. .•. ~~: `~ii

THE OUTDOOR KITCHEN ON THE SCHUEZ
PROPERTY, BETHANY.
123

THE BEAMS USED TO HANG MEAT FOR SMOKING ARE
STILL INTACT IN THE ''BLACK KITCHEN'' OF THE

SCHMIDT HOUSE, LIGHT PASS.

SMOKING CHAMBER IN LOFT. TSCHARKE HOUSE

THE CELLAR IN THE SCHMIDT HOUSE IS ENTERED
THROUGH THE BLACK KITCHEN.

EXTERNAL ENTRANCE TO CELLAR: TSCHARKE HOUSE
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& `~7 CELLAR DOORWAY. UNIDENTIFIED HOUSE, BETHANY
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VAULTED BRICK CELLAR. UNIDENTIFIED HOUSE,
BETHANY.

THE ROUGH HEWN POSTS SUPPORTING THE VERANDAH
OF THE SCHMIDT HOUSE AT LIGHT PASS INDICATE
A VERY RUDIMENTARY AND UNSKILLED APPROACH
TO CONSTRUCTION.

THE REAR OF THE TSCHARKE HOUSE, BETHANY.
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LATER ADDITIONS TO EARLY GERMAN FARM HOUSES
ARE COMMON, AS IN THE KOCH HOUSE AT BETHANY.
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THE LANDHAUS, BETHANY
This small cottage has recently been
renovated and extended by the present owner
Mr. Gallagher in a very imaginative manner
which preserves a great deal of the original
qualities of the cottage. It represents an
ideal way of preserving historical cottages
where complete preservation or a reversion to
their original state is no longer possible
The original two-roomed cottage was built, it
is thought, in the 1860's by the village
It probably replaced a rougher
herdsman.
single room dwelling. The ''hufe'' which it
was built on is quite small and is located
on the south side of the Government Road.
The herdsman and his descendants did not
appear to improve greatly their situation in
the community, as this two roomed cottage with
an added outshutt for kitchen and bathroom
facilities was lived in until after the Second
World War.
At one stage the original higher pitched
roof must have been removed and a lower
roof as we see it today was built, (the
original ceiling beams and loft access
are still in place).
The more modern verandah along the north
elevation creates a very pleasant approach
to the front door of the cottage.
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THE LANDHAUS,BETHANY.
i
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MUCH OF THE ORIGINAL CHARACTER OF THE LANDHAUS
IS RETAINED IN THE SYMPATHETIC RESTORATION
BY THE PRESENT OWNERS.
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